Note-Taking Form: Large Group Activities

Large Group Activity:

*How to account for risk characteristics within essential worker categories:*
  - Those in favor of advancing the priority of the occupation overall: (# of participants + main reasons identified)
  - Those who favor elevating the priority of individuals at risk within the occupation, without changing the priority of the occupation overall:

Final Large Group Recommendation Activities:

*Large Group Activity: Risk characteristic prioritization for essential workers:*
  - Risk characteristic poll results:
  - Main reasons for prioritizing certain risk characteristics among essential worker occupations over others:

*Large Group Activity: Ranking essential worker occupations:*
  - Essential worker prioritization poll results:
  - Main reasons for prioritizing certain essential worker occupations over others:

*Large Group Activity: Risk characteristics prioritization for general population:*
  - Risk characteristic poll results:
  - Main reasons for prioritizing certain risk characteristics for general population over others: